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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET:

PRODUCT: Our Reference No. F70

DESCRIPTION: Parseal - Recovery Tape

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Parseal - Recovery Tape offers outstanding performance as an ecological packaging tape. The
material is a lowcreped brown paper with excellent conformability and antislip surface. The
paper is absolutely silicone-free and the adhesive is fully thermoplastic (hot-melt), (which is the
same nature of the glues usually used for box/carton assembly) in order to offer the best
possibility for the recycling of the used packaging boxes.

Printable: Easytear.
Tape Thickness: 0.10mm
Tensile L/CD: 3.5 N/cm.
Elongation L/CD: 8%
Tear Resistance L/CD: 144/112 deg. E
Steel adhesion: 1.5 N/cm.
Backing adhesion: 0.8 N/cm.
R.B. Tack: 1 cm.
Shear at 50 deg. 1kg: 15 min.

Standard Packaging:
25mm x 50m - 72 rolls per box - F7011AVBU
38mm x 50m - 48 rolls per box - F7011BIBU
50mm x 50m - 36 rolls per box - F7011BUBU
75mm x 50m - 24 rolls per box - F7011CTBU

Except where indicated otherwise, the above figures are average values and should not be
regarded as maximum or minimum values for specification purposes. The company reserve the
right to improve products and change specifications which may alter performance. We advise the
customer to test the material required to ensure the suitability of intended application.



GERMAN ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION:
The following legislation applies to F70 Parseal - Recovery Tape. Recent German environmental
legislation, commonly referred to as the Topfer Decree, obligates manufacturers and suppliers to
reclaim all used transport packaging from 1st December 1991, and to either re-use it, or to
transmit it for recycling rather than disposing of it through the normal waste collection and
disposal system. A similar requirement applies to sales packaging from 1st April 1992 and for
consumer packaging from 1st January 1993. Clearly this has implications for companies
exporting to Germany. In response to this legislation the Corrugated Board Sector in Germany
has established a structure to provide commerce and industry with an operational facility for
reclaiming any recycled paper and corrugated board. Known as the RESY system, this facility
has a logo (shown below) which must appear on all corrugated packaging if complications are to
be avoided.
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